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ALMA D. AMAYA
Sociology 131 3
November 21 , 1995
[Interviewee's names redacted, each interviewee identified with an Interviewee number (I -#)J
. "
The Rio Grande Valley is filled with a wide variety of people from different cultural
orientations. Cultural orientations such as: Anglos, Mexican Americans, and Mexicans among
others. One of, if not the main reason, for such a variety of cultural orientations may be the
valley's geographical location, our great closeness to our neighboring country, Mexico.
The people that I interviewed were as follows: [I-1J 56, who was born and raised in
Coahuila, Mexico. [I-2J a 46 year-old woman born and raised in Pharr, Texas. [I-3J ,20,
who was born in Ohio and raised in Iowa. And [I-4J ho was born and raised in McAllen,
Texas.
All of my interviewees' answers and comments helped me observe existing patterns of
experiences which describe their attitudes.
One of the first patterns that I found was that no matter from which cultural orientation
a person was from, one of the things that they all seemed to share was the importance they
each gave to observing Mexican customs and traditions.
A very good example of this kind of pattern is [I-3J who considers herself Mexican
American, even if to everyone else she would seem like an Anglo./ [I-3J stated:
"Eventhough I may not know how to speak panish, have any relatives in Mexico, or
ever visit Mexico, I am still able to acknowledge the Mexican customs and traditions
because I feel that my heritage and history are Mexican American, so there is no way
that I can possibly consider myself Anglo and just be able to ignore what I feel is my
culture."
.. '
This kind of incident, portrays how no matter where a person is born or raised they
somehow relate their culture back to the Mexican customs and traditions.
Another pattern that I was able to detect was that all of my interviewees seemed to
agree that it is vital for people who live in the Valley to know how to speak spanish.
[/-2] for example, remembers of how difficult things were for children who spoke,
or even tried to speak spanish in school.
"I remember how whenever someone would say anything in spanish, any little thing,
they would get in trouble and punished by the teacher. But the way I see it now,
speaking spanish nowadays plays a great part of our lives, and is even to our advantage
to be bilingual."
Many experiences like this one have occurred to many people, but it is a good thing that
they do not occur anymore, or at least as often as before, and with such harsh consequences.
In conclusion, the different people in our varied cultural orientations, seem to share alot
of beliefs that unite them all as one. Of course, there are exeptions, but for the most part
people seem to respect each others cultural customs and traditions, which in the end always
seem to be assimiliated into one. Personally, I believe that it is good to see Anglos interested in
learning about the Mexican Culture and vice versa. Neither should ever judge each other for
their different beliefs.
